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John Lippert: “Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you disquieted within me? Hope 
in God; for I shall again praise him, my help and my God.”

John Lippert: One of the more difficult times that I had in the military was on my fourth 
deployment. I’d been with the same squad for three deployments. We were a 
pretty tight group of guys, and we were going on a normal mission. It seemed like 
everything was going well. We had found the target building; we approached it. As 
our squad leader breached the door, there was a single gunshot and everything 
broke loose. Our weapons squad across the street just fired everything they had 
into that top floor.

John Lippert: As we started to enter we realized that our squad leader had been shot in the 
face. I grabbed him with another buddy, and dragged him out. And I’m thinking, 
“This is hopeless.”

John Lippert: It was really hard for us not knowing what happened to him. It was hard thinking 
my buddy probably just died. Then once we found out he was alive, it was still 
[hard] knowing that he was never going to be the same person again; he was 
always going to be affected by this.

John Lippert: So I’d been out of the military for about a month, and it was a Sunday afternoon. 
My phone rang, and it was the chaplain from the unit that I was in. He told me 
that two of my squad mates that had been with me had been killed in action. 
And I didn’t know what to say. In many ways I was just in shock. I almost couldn’t 
speak. I didn’t even have words to say to him. And that was it. I was just left with 
the news that two of my buddies had died. I didn’t know any details, I didn’t know 
how to talk to anybody about it.

Mandy Lippert: There’s nothing that I could have really ever done to have gotten him to talk 
about this, and the times when I did try it really just pushed him further away. 
Consistently praying for him and also just trusting that God is so faithful, and he’s 
always inviting us into a deeper relationship with him. And so trusting that God 
was doing that for John.

Mandy Lippert: And eventually God did. His counselor had brought it up with him, he should really 
look into some of his military past. And then it wasn’t until a whole year later that 
he actually did, but it was really through God’s prompting and God’s working.

John Lippert: My counselor got me into this program. It’s a support group for veterans where 
you do one hundred hours of group counseling, and for the first time I met 
together with other vets to talk about our military past.

John Lippert: It was terrifying. But once we started telling stories, we started realizing our 
stories are so similar. I realized that these were safe guys to talk to; guys who had 
a similar background as me, who had been in combat, who’d experienced their 
own types of trauma, and they listened and understood me. There’s a connection 
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there where, as people helped me, I can help other people. And it’s amazing what 
that does for my own healing journey.

John Lippert: I found that mental health is holistic because it doesn’t just affect, say, your 
emotions or the way you’re thinking; it’s affected my work, my family, my 
marriage, my friendships. It affects even my physical body. It affects my entire 
life, and they’re all connected, too. So even marital struggles affect my struggles 
with PTSD, [and] PTSD affects my struggles with my marriage—both ways.

Hillary McBride: I often think about the intersection of mental health and spirituality as actually 
being more overlapping than we often identify. That those are things that we 
construct as being very different, and yet I see them as actually being very similar, 
in a way, about the human experience. What does it mean to be alive, and [what 
is] the story that we tell about why we’re suffering, or why we’re experiencing joy 
or pain or a sense of vitality? In answering the question, “How do spirituality and 
mental health intersect,” I would almost want to ask, “How do they not?”

Ross Hastings: Spirituality is sometimes distanced from body, and it ought not to be. So what our 
minds are doing, and some of the chemicals associated with that, I think have a 
profound effect on our spirituality. I also, around that theme, think of brokenness. 
Brokenness in our mental health we tend to think of as being so sad—it is sad, 
it’s tragic, it’s part of the fallen world—but it’s also very much the way in which we 
grow. So our greatest brokenness is the place where God’s grace most ministers 
to us, and then through us to others.

John Lippert: Suffering sucks. It’s not fun, it’s not enjoyable. On the other hand, we’re human; 
we’re going to suffer. I think we need to be honest about it. I love one of Richard 
Rohr’s quotes. He says, “Why are we so surprised when in the Church we find 
an actual sinner?” And I think the same can be said about suffering. Why are we 
so surprised when we find somebody in the Church who is suffering? Because 
in truth, we all suffer. Every single one of us. And it’s in the acceptance of that 
suffering in my own walk that I’ve been able to walk closer with Christ, knowing 
that I’m relying on him. I’m not relying on myself, I’m not relying on my own power 
to make it through this life. I have to rely on Christ.

Mandy Lippert: Seeing John walk through this process of struggling, and also being really 
resistant to wanting to change, or maybe not seeing that he needed to change, it 
showed me God’s character and God’s heart. He is patient with us; he allows us to 
be in that position where we’re maybe not ready to move on. And he’s patient with 
us, he still loves us and cares about us in that moment. I see that, and it gives me 
a model of how to love John better, of how to step back and allow John to take 
this journey at his own pace.

John Swinton: Well to be perfectly honest, I haven’t had a lot of experience with PTSD, so I’m 
far from being an expert. But what I do have some experience of is PTSG, post-
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traumatic growth. When you look at the way that the focus [is] in the literature, it’s 
just very much looking at PTSD and the issues and problems that come from [it], but 
there’s also literature there that says, actually, deep trauma can be a place of growth. 
If you’re given the right spiritual support, if you’re given the right place where you can 
articulate your experiences, it’s possible actually to grow through that.

John Swinton: For those of us who are talking from within the Church, focusing on how we can 
structure our communities to enable and facilitate that is, I think, very important. 
We actually bring something unique to the table, and I think that’s important both 
in terms of encouraging shalom and health, but also in terms of empowering and 
encouraging the Church to be the Church

John Swinton: So we tend to focus very much on a mind-body split within our culture. You can 
see it very clearly in the way that people are stigmatized. If you have a mental 
health challenge people will say all sorts of strange things about you: “Pull your 
socks up, get yourself together,” and so on. You wouldn’t say that to somebody 
who was dying of cancer, right? So obviously there’s a psychological, cultural 
thing going on there that suggests that this mental health thing over here is 
different from this physical health thing over here, and we should respond 
differently. That’s a cultural thing.

John Swinton: But the Hebrews thought about the human being in a different way. They didn’t 
see a separation between body, mind, and soul; they saw the body, mind, and soul 
inextricably interconnected. So what goes on in the realm of the soul impacts 
upon the body. What goes on in the realm of the body impacts upon the soul. But 
if you’re thinking in terms of a Hebraic understanding of a human being, then it’s 
quite possible for it to be biological, but it’s also quite possible for it to be spiritual 
and psychological all at the same time.

John Swinton: What Christians bring to the table for that is a very particular understanding of 
what a human being is, that resonates with holistic care, but actually goes deeper 
and allows open space for that interconnection between the spiritual, the soulful, 
and the physical.

John Lippert: I think when we admit our own suffering as Christians, it allows other people 
to also admit that they suffer, and it allows us to walk with them through those 
hard parts of life. Because if we don’t admit it, like I did for so many years, you 
just shove it inside and don’t admit that you’re suffering, you’re not going to find 
healing.

John Lippert: So being able to be open about it, and honest about the suffering that we 
experience—because we all do—it’s a great way to walk towards healing.

John Lippert: “Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you disquieted within me? Hope 
in God; for I shall again praise him, my help and my God.”
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